COOLING CLOCHE VARIOFRESH
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Cooling cloche VARIOFRESH –
The optimum level of cold
temperature retention using
only one component
·	Perfect for hygienic covering and cooling of all cold meals for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
· Easy handling for early pre-evening portioning.

Cooling cloche stacked

· The solid construction ensures a long life, and the rounded edges give
it a distinguished look.
· For serving evening meals: Easily distinguished from the insulating
VARIO cover from midday; outside stacking points are an identifying
feature.
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Cooling cloche VARIOFRESH
·	For plates of up to 26 cm (10¼ in.) and bowls up to 19.4 cm (7¾ in.) in
diameter.

Robust polypropylene

·	Ideal for covering and cooling cold side dishes, such as cooked meats
and cheese – or dressed salads for midday meals – so these items
can be positioned between the hot dishes in the tray transport trolley.
·	No system base part, so the eating height is conveniently low, very much
like at home.

·	Large stacking points to enable drying and quick chilling of the cooling
cloches after rinsing and for optimum deep-freezing and stacking.
·	The lid lifts easily thanks to a handy gripping edge.
·	Deep gripping overlap which ensures a secure hold on the plate and will
withstand even the most difficult of journeys.
·	The matt surface structure ensures that condensation does not drip onto
the food but instead remains on the inside of the lid in small droplets.
·	Easy handling when laying out food and when cleaning thanks to an
elegant, functional design and high-quality finish.

Before using the first time, it is recommended to clean the products with water due to hygienic reasons
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Available colours
Outer face light blue, inner face light blue
Outer face grey, inner face light blue
Outer face aubergine, inner face light blue
Outer face lilac*, inner face light blue
* Restricted production – prices on request

41.8026.0210
41.8026.0250
41.8026.0235
41.8026.0260*
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·	Robust polypropylene with a cooling core in the lid with foam-lined
sides to cool food to the perfect temperature.

